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Alternatively, teams Force India and Renault declared they hoped and even believed they could better 

other teams. 

To sum up: 

1. According to Force India, they can beat Renault. 

2. According to Renault, they can beat Mercedes. 

 

In this case, can Force India steam the limelight, and beat both Renault and Mercedes? What is 

McLaren thinking about this? Have they shown explicitly or implicitly they were worried about it? 

 

Ross Brawn is satisfied of the work the team has done so far this season, especially on reliability, this 

being said despite a minor issue which happened in Malaysia. Besides, although he is satisfied by his 

two drivers, he admits that there is still much to do to catch up top teams, something which doesn’t 

satisfy him. 

 

Brawn GP was bought by Mercedes for the 2010 season, meaning that this year, the people working 

together changed throughout the year and, as we saw in the past, such bet on change is not the best 

way to stay in front after having clinched both driver and constructor titles. However, I may take a risk 

saying this, but I’ll tell you this: I don’t believe in a radical change of hierarchy. Of course Force India 

has improved very significantly since last year, but it might end up in chequered results, as it was the 

case for Jordan and Steward Ford in their glory days. A Renault-Mercedes, when we think of what 

Renault achieved in history and the means they have to fight for good positions, may well happen. 

However, the Mercedes team did not perform as well as Renault, and this team gave the impression 

that they were too soft-hearted while the Renault bee keeps flying towards the podium. For the 

moment, some people call those podiums lucky or opportunist ones, meaning Renault distinguishes 

from the others when conditions are unusual. But by the end of the season I think they’ll improve quite 

well to aim at finishing on podiums more easily. I believe in this aim they want to reach and I simply 

hope Vitaly Petrov would finally score to prove by points that he is far from being a driver bringing a 

wallet full of money or a penguin. 

http://www.autosport.com/news/report.php/id/82849
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